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The paradox of the suburb is that, in this quiet safe environment, individuality is ‘physically’ most manifested. 
Closed gardens, empty streets. The question is how to expand a suburban city in such a way that connectivity on 
social and physical level is stimulated. A sustainable city, is a city where people are connected, live in harmony with 
nature and celebrate life.

The in-between 
The area between Lillerød and Blovstrød is, considered by The Fingerplan of the capital Copenhagen, one of 
the last areas to develop. This possible future of this area made it for years an area where every function, which 
couldn’t find an easy fit in the existing urban fabric, found it’s place. Resulting in a diffuse area, no nature or city, 
inhabited by sportsvenues, retail, leisure and enormous compounds of commerce. The ugly face of urban sprawl.

This will, most certain, be an ongoing process, starting with the wish to create an extra 600 dwellings in this area. 
To stop this ‘filling up’, it’s of high importance to create an overall vision for the municipality of Allerød. The future 
character of the ‘in-between’ space should be determined now! 
‘Allerød City Green’ brings this solution in the sense of The Fingerplan. Safeguarding proximity to nature, free-
flowing traffic, an attractive urban environment and leisure area as well as a beautiful countryside. 
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From the in-between to a new City Green
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The different facilities in the in-between area play 
on a social level an important role. This is where the 
inhabitants meet. By concentrating these leisure 
and sports-facilities, in a central suburban park, a 
stronger link between the two cities is being made. A 
new modern village green, on the scale of Allerød, is 
created. This is where the inhabitants, surrounded by 
an urban fringe, will celebrate Sankt Hans aften, do 
sports, clean their water and spend there lunchbreak. 
The new City Green is both center and green space.

Masterplan
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2012
- border of the park visible by planting coleseed
- bike connections throught the park 

2015
- moving sportfields into the park area
- starting construction houses in Ny Blovstrød

2025
- Ny Blovstrød fully build
- increasing leisure and sport facilities in the park

2050
- park a strong social meeting place
- Ny Allerød fully build

Masterplan
By determining how the city should look like in 2100 we propose a robust system, flexible in time and density.  The municipality of  Allerød can 
slowly, responsive to the uncertain market, grow up till 1600 dwellings. All based on a strong coherent vision. 
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The new typology

existing typology
green walls, empty streets

new suburb typology

collective area; owned and activated 
by its surrounding inhabitants

pattern language of different collective area’s 
creates a colorful lively suburb 

theatre of the private house on the street

The typology of the suburb is known for his closeness. 
Behind high fences, made out of green or wood, lies 
the private domain. The public street, where nothing is 
happening, is made out of closed walls. The average suburb 
plot in Allerød is one third house and two third garden. By 
dividing the private garden in a private and collective part a 
new suburb typology is created. 
The collective area’s in between the houses , the suburban 
mews, will bring, even on the lowest scale, connectivity. 
Owned and activated by its surrounded inhabitants a new 
suburban life is created. 
The variety of private spaces, back-, front- , in-between 
gardens, patios and terraces, determine a rich variety of 
typologies. And the houses have a clear relationship with 
the street. No more closed green walls but the theatre of 
the private house on the street. 
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‘Sustainability interfaces the social and ecological 
consequences of an economic activity’.
 
The economic activity of Allerød is to attract more families 
with children and people of working age. This can, if not 
master-planned, be a very destructive force.
‘Allerød City Green’ is considering these consequences 
as the main design issues, and therefore determines, in 
advance and well connected, places for social and ecological 
consequences. 

City of  Allerød, a sustainable city


